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The isotopic effects in ozone recombination reactions at low pressures are studied using an
approximate theory which yields simple analytic expressions for the individual rate constant ratios,
observed under “unscrambled” conditions. It is shown that the rate constant ratio between the two
competing channels XYZ→X+YZ and XYZ→XY+Z is mainly determined by the difference of
the zero-point energies of diatomic molecules YZ and XY and by the efficiency of the deactivation
of the newly formed excited ozone molecules, whereas the mass-independent fractionation depends
on a “nonstatistical” symmetry factor � and the collisional deactivation efficiency. Formulas for the
pressure effects on the enrichment and on the rate constant ratios are obtained, and the calculated
results are compared with experiments and more exact calculations. In all cases, ratios of isotope
rates and the pressure dependence of enrichments, the agreement is good. While the initial focus was
on isotope effects in the formation of O3, predictions are made for isotope effects on ratios of rate
constants in other reactions such as O+CO→CO2, O+NO→NO2, and O+SO→SO2.
© 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2806189�

I. INTRODUCTION

Unusual and unexpected isotopic effects in ozone forma-
tion have been the subject of many experimental and theo-
retical studies.1–36 There exist mainly two types of experi-
mental observations: an unusual “mass-independent”
isotopic fractionation �MIF� of ozone1–23 and a large uncon-
ventional highly “mass-dependent” isotope effect observed
in the various rate constant ratios.25–29 Rice-Ramsperger-
Kassel-Marcus �RRKM� theory with a master equation ap-
proach for the collisional deactivation of the intermediate
excited ozone molecules has been applied to study both
phenomena.32–34 It was found that the MIF can be explained
when an �-effect, a non-RRKM effect,30–34 which reduces
dynamically the low-pressure rate constant of the recombi-
nation to form symmetric molecules by a factor of � com-
pared to that for the asymmetric ones, and a weak collision
effect32–34 for the deactivation of excited ozone molecules is
also included in the theory. For the unusually large mass-
dependent isotope effect, observed under very special �“un-
scrambled”� experimental conditions, the zero-point energy
differences in the two dissociation paths of any asymmetric
XYZ* isotopomer play the key role, together with the weak
collision efficiency.32–34 Earlier the large mass-dependent ef-
fect for unscrambled systems had been empirically correlated
with many properties, all functionally related,32 including
zero-point energy differences32,37 of the two dissociation
channels of an asymmetric XYZ*. The proof that of these
properties it was the zero-point differences that was respon-
sible was given in Refs. 32 and 33.

The mass-dependent and mass-independent effects found
in experiments are evident in these unscrambled and
“scrambled” systems, respectively. The former contains only
XX and YY isotopomers of O2, while in scrambled systems
the heteronuclear XY also exists as a reactant. Accordingly,
in unscrambled experiments vibrationally excited ozone iso-
topomers XYY are formed only from X+YY→XYY, while
in scrambled experiments they are also formed from Y
+XY→XYY. The relative importance of the two dissocia-
tion channels of XYY in the theory is determined by a “par-
titioning factor,”30 which in turn depends on whether the
access to the dissociating XYY* was from one or both chan-
nels �X+YY and Y+XY�. This difference in experimental
conditions leads to a marked difference in the theoretical
expressions for the two types of experiments.

RRKM theory is again used in the present study as the
zeroth-order theory with a small correction for the low-
pressure rate constant for symmetric isotopomeric ozone
molecules, XXX and XYX, as compared with the asymmet-
ric ones YXX or YXZ is made. This correction is apart from
the usual symmetry numbers, which are also included. An
origin of this �-effect was discussed elsewhere.32,33 To cal-
culate rate constant ratios between different reactions, an ap-
proximate formalism is given in the present study. The pres-
sure dependence of rate constant ratios and enrichments is
also considered.

In applying the RRKM formalism, the number of states
at the transition state is assumed to be a simple function of
the excess energy, an assumption based on earlier calcula-
tions. The calculated results for the rate constant ratios and
enrichments are compared with experimental results and also
with our previous more detailed calculations. The paper is
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organized as follows. Expressions for low-pressure rate con-
stant ratios are obtained in Sec. II, and those for pressure
effects on enrichment and rate constant ratios are obtained in
Sec. III. The results are discussed in Sec. IV.

II. LOW-PRESSURE RECOMBINATION RATE
CONSTANTS

A. General remarks

The chemical kinetics scheme for the formation of ozone
can be written as follows:

X + YZ → XYZ�EJ�, kr
a�EJ� , �1�

XYZ�EJ� + M → XYZ�E�j�� + M, ��EJ → E�J�� , �2�

XYZ�E�J�� → X + YZ, kd
a�E�J�� , �3�

XYZ�E�J�� → XY + Z, kd
b�E�J�� , �4�

and, in a series of steps, a stable ozone molecule of energy
E� is formed,

XYZ�EJ� + M → XYZ�E�J�� + M, ��EJ → E�J�� , �5�

where E� is an energy sufficiently below the dissociation
threshold that the XYZ has a negligible chance of reacquir-
ing enough energy to dissociate. Only E and the total angular
momentum J are conserved in individual reaction steps Eqs.
�1�, �3�, and �4�. The kr

a�EJ�, kd
a�E�J��, and kd

b�E�J�� are E-
and J-dependent rate constants of the recombination and dis-
sociation reactions, respectively, and ��EJ→E�J�� is the rate
per unit E of forming XYZ at �E�J�� from �EJ� by a collision
with a third body M. For the dissociation of XYZ, there exist
the two distinguishable exit channels a and b when X�Z
�Eqs. �3� and �4��. For a symmetric molecule, where X=Z,
the designation �a ,b� is omitted. By convention, channel a is
the one with the lower zero-point energy of the diatomic
species. Thus, the YZ in Eq. �3� has a lower zero-point en-
ergy than the XY in Eq. �4�. As seen later, the difference in
the zero-point energies of the two channels plays an essential
role in determining the rate constant ratios.

The main assumptions used in the present study are �1�
the conventional isotopic effects are small compared to un-
conventional ones and thus can be neglected �see Appendix
A�. �2� An exponential-down model is assumed for the en-
ergy transfer �Eqs. �6�–�9�� together with a weak collision
approximation for the stabilization of the excited ozone mol-
ecules �Eqs. �10�–�12��. �3� Based on earlier calculations,33

the number of states of the transition state is assumed to be
linearly dependent on the excess energy of the ozone �the
energy of the system minus the energy at the lower dissocia-
tion threshold Eb�. �4� An effective density of states of the
ozone molecule �J��EJ�Ya�EJ�, where Ya is a partitioning
factor,30 used in Eq. �16� is assumed to be linearly dependent
on the excess energy, also based on the detailed calculations
in Ref. 33. More details of each assumption are given during
the course of the derivation.

B. Derivation

For the collisional deactivation of the excited ozone
molecules,38 an exponential-down energy transfer model39

with a strong collisional angular momentum transfer assump-
tion is used in the present study. In the exponential-down
model, the probabilities for energy transfer are written as39

qij = Ce−�Ei−Ei�/��, Ej � Ei, �6�

qij = Ce−�El−El�/�, Ej � Ei, �7�

where

C =
1 + �/kBT

��2 + �/kBT�
. �8�

In the above equations � is the averaged loss of energy per
deactivational collision, �� is the averaged gain of energy per
activational collision, and

�� = �kBT/�� + kBT� . �9�

In earlier studies,32–34,37 the lowest value of E� was chosen
by lowering E� until the rate constant calculation converged.
In the present study, the zero of E� is taken as the dissocia-
tion threshold of channel a. It has been shown33 that under
the low-pressure limit, the choice of E� at the bottom of the
potential well of ozone gives a common factor for the for-
mation rate constants of all isotopomers, compared with the
results obtained by setting it at the dissociation threshold. In
the present study we are only interested in rate constant ra-
tios and so the simplification of treating ozone states below
the dissociation threshold of channel a as a sink has only a
minor influence on the results.

Under the assumptions given above and using a steady-
state approximation, the low-pressure rate constant for the
formation of an asymmetric molecule XYZ channel can be
expressed as

kbi
0,b = ��

�=0

�

p�E��
J

kr
b�EJ�

kd
a�EJ� + kd

b�EJ�
dE , �10�

where � is the total collisional frequency,

� = �
��

�
j�

��EJ → E�J��dE�. �11�

For the convenience of discussion, the zero of energy is set at
the asymptotic of the potential energy surface for the disso-
ciation of ozone through channel a �the channel with the
smaller zero-point energy� to an oxygen atom and an oxygen
molecule.

A rigorous treatment of the stabilization of the excited
ozone molecule through collisions can be obtained by solv-
ing master equations involving reactions and collisional en-
ergy transfer and factorization schemes exist for the reduc-
tion of a two-dimensional master equation to a one-
dimensional one which satisfy a microscopic detail
balance.40 For simplicity, in this paper, an approximate rela-
tion which takes into account the fact that newly formed
ozone with higher energies is less likely to be deactivated to
form a stable ozone will be used. In this approximation, the
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J dependence of the deactivation is treated to be implicit and
only the dependence on energy is expressed explicitly. The
p�E� in Eq. �10� is approximated to be proportional �with a
factor of 	, which describes the probability that a deactivated
ozone, by one collision, eventually becomes a stable ozone
molecule� to the probability of the transition of an excited
ozone molecule with energy of E to a state below the disso-
ciation threshold via a single collision with the bath mol-
ecule. It is then obtained by an integration of Eq. �6�,

p�E� = 	�

E=E−Ea

�

Ce−
E/�d
E = 	C�e−�E−Ea�/�, �12�

where Ea is the zero-point energy of the oxygen fragment in
channel a. Using RRKM theory, the rate constants in Eq.
�10� can be written as

kr
b�EJ� =

Nb�EJ�
hQb

e−E/kBT, kd
b�EJ� =

Nb�EJ�
h��EJ�

,

�13�

kd
a�EJ� =

Na�EJ�
h��EJ�

,

where Nb�EJ� is the number of states at the transition state
for channel b, h is Planck’s constant, Qb is the partition func-
tion of reactants of channel b, and ��EJ� is the density of
states of the ozone molecule XYZ. Similar expressions are
used for channel a. Substitution of Eqs. �12� and �13� into
Eq. �10� yields

kbi
0,b =

�	C

Qb
�

E=Ea

a ��
j

��EJ�Yh�EJ�	e−�Ee−�E−Ea�/�dE ,

�14�

where Ea is the zero-point energy of the oxygen fragment in
channel a, and Ya,b, the partitioning factor30 is

Ya,b�EJ� =
Na,b�EJ�

Na�EJ� + Nb�EJ�
. �15�

A similar expression can be obtained for the recombination
via channel a,

kbi
0,a =

�	C

Qa
�

E=Ea

� ��
J

��EJ�Ya�EJ�	e−�Ee−�E−Ea�/�dE .

�16�

C. Ratio of rate constants of X+YZ\XYZ and XY+Z
\XYZ

The rate constant ratios between the two channels of the
formation of XYZ are independent of the �-effect because
the intermediate XYZ* has the same symmetry, regardless of
the exit channel. They are considered in this section.

To use Eq. �14�, approximations for the term
�J��EJ�Ya�EJ� based on earlier calculations are made. First,
we approximate �J��EJ�Nb�EJ� / �Na�EJ�+Nb�EJ�� by
��J��EJ�h�Nb�EJ���Nb�E� / �Na�E�+Nb�E��, where h�N� is a
unit step function and Na�E�=�JNa�EJ�, Nb�E�=�JNb�EJ�. It
has been shown in Fig. 11 of Ref. 33 that an approximation

�
J

��EJ�h�Nb�EJ�� = C�
b�E − Eb� �17�

is appropriate, where E−Eb is the excess energy and Eb is the
zero-point energy of the oxygen fragment involved in chan-
nel b. The C�

b in Eq. �17� is a constant determined mainly by
the moment of inertia of the hindered rotor in channel b. An
approximate relation between the C�

b’s for different ozone
molecules is given in Appendix A.

If Na,b�E� is assumed to depend on the excess energy in
the form of Ca,b�E−Ea,b�x, where Ca,b and x are constants, x
approximately equals 1 when a hindered-rotor transition state
is used �Fig. 3 of Ref. 33�. In this way we can write the
number of states for channel b as Nb�E�=Cb�E−Eb�xh�E
−Eb�, where Cb is a constant, the number of states for chan-
nel a as Na�E�=Ca�E−Eb+
E0�xh�E−Eb+
E0�, where

E0=Eb−Ea is the zero-point energy difference between the
two channels. In the present simplified treatment, in which
the traditional kinetic isotopic effects are neglected, Ca and
Cb will be approximated as being equal in estimating parti-
tioning factors. Using these approximations the low-pressure
rate constant for the recombination via channel b can be
written as

kbi
0,h =

�	CC�
b

Qb
e−�Ebe−
E0/��

E=0

� E2

2E + 
E0
e−��EdE , �18�

where ��=�+1 /�. Integration of the right-hand side of Eq.
�18� yields

kbi
0,h =

�	CC�
b

2Qb��2 e−�Ebe−
E0/r
1 −

E0��

2

+ 

E0��

2
�2

e
E0��/2�
0,

E0��

2
�� , �19�

where ��0,
E0�� /2� is an incomplete gamma function.
When 
E0�� /2 is small, as is typically the case, kbi

0,b can
be further approximated as

kbi
0,h =

�	CC�
b

2Qb��2 e−�Ebe−���/2+1/��
E0. �20�

To obtain an expression for the rate constant of recombina-
tion via channel a, we make use of Eqs. �14� and �15�, and
Eq. �16� can be written as

kbi
0,a =

�	C

Qa
�

E=Ea

�

�
J

��EJ��h�Na�EJ� + Nb�EJ��

− Yb�e−�Ee−�E−Ea�/�dE

=
�	C

Qa
�

E=Ea

�

�
J

��EJ�h�Na�EJ�

+ Nb�EJ��e−�Ee−�E−Ea�/�dE − kbi
0,bQb

Qa
, �21�

where h�N� is again a unit step function. Since a is the chan-
nel with the lower zero-point energy, Na�EJ� is greater than
Nb�EJ� for low-energy states. As a result, we can write
h�Na�EJ�+Nb�EJ�� as h�Na�EJ�� for these small E’s. When
�J��EJ�h�Na�EJ�� is again be assumed to be linearly depen-
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dent on the excess energy E, Eq. �21� then becomes

kbi
0,a =

�	CC�
a

Qa��2 e−�Ea −
�	CC�

b

2Qa��2 e−�Ebe−���/2+1/��
E0. �22�

If we define R the rate constant ratio between kbi
0,a and kbi

0,b,

R �
kbi

0,a

kbi
0,b , �23a�

it can be obtained using Eqs. �20�, �22�, and �A3� to be

R =
Qb

Qa
�2e3��
E0/2 − 1� . �23b�

For the case of k6.88 /k8.86, 
E0 is about 23 cm−1 and the
experimental value of the rate constant ratio at 300 K is
about 3.33 �Table I�. When Eqs. �23a� and �23b� is applied, it
is found that �200 cm−1, which is very close to the values
used in the detailed calculations.32

D. Ratio of rate constants of X+YY\XYY and X+XX
\XXX

In this section, the ratios of rate constants between X
+YY→XYY and X+XX→XXX are calculated. An ap-
proximate expression for the formation rate constant for a
symmetric molecule XXX is given by Eq. �A2�. Using Eqs.
�20� and �A2�, the rate constant ratio between X+YY
→XYY and X+XX→XXX when the masses of Y, mY, is
less than that of X, mX, can be written as

kX,YY

kX,XX
=

kY,YY

kX,XX
�e−���/2+1/��
E0, �24�

and when mY�mX it is instead

kX,YY

kX,XX
=

kY,YY

kX,XX
��2 − e3��/2
E0� . �25�

These rate constant ratios are then calculated and compared
in Table II with previous theoretical results and experimental
results. An �=1.18 was used in applying Eqs. �24� and �25�.

E. Application to other systems

Equation �22� is also applied to some other systems of
atmospheric or geochemical interest, such as CO2, ClO2,
SiO2, SO2, NO2, and AlO2. We are particularly interested in

the rate constant ratios between the two channels for the
formation of these molecules, when the two oxygen atoms
are different isotopes. The rate constant ratio between chan-
nels a and b can then be calculated using Eq. �25�. The
differences in zero-point energies are taken from Ref. 40.
The energy transfer parameter � is taken as the same as that
for ozone for each of these molecules. The actual value for
each individual system should be obtained by direct energy
transfer experiments or by fitting to rate constant ratios as
done for ozone in Refs. 33 and 34. The predicted values for
the rate constant ratios are given in Table III.

In this calculation of the ratios of rates and of the MIF
for other reactions, some of which may be “spin forbidden,”
we should consider whether the odd spin of 17O would affect
the reaction rate. At first glance a potential objection to ob-
serving a MIF in a reaction such as CO+O→CO2

*, an ob-
jection that is easily removed, however, is that the desired
reaction is electronically spin forbidden �singlet CO
+triplet O→singlet CO2�. The presence of an odd numbered
nucleus 17O in a reactant reduces the spin-forbidden impedi-
ment for this reaction due to electron spin-nuclear spin cou-
pling, and so catalyzes the recombination and destroys any
mass independence. However, this effect would occur both in
the formation, CO+O→CO2

*, and in the redissociation,
CO2

*→CO+O, of the CO2
*. Since the redissociation of the

CO2
* dominates over collisional stabilization of the CO2

* at
low pressures, this spin-spin effect favoring formation of
CO2

* containing 17O also favors this reverse process and so
the effect cancels at low pressures. At sufficiently high pres-
sures, however, pressures not relevant here, there would be
little redissociation of the CO2

* because of collisional deac-

TABLE I. Relative rate constant coefficients for X+YZ→XYZ /XY+Z→XYZ at low pressures and 300 K.

Reaction 
E0 �cm−1� Experimenta Calculatedb Calculatedc

16O+ 17O17O / 17O+ 17O16O 11.9 ¯ 2.62 2.65
16O+ 18O18O / 18O+ 16O18O 22.9 3.33 3.32 3.32
17O+ 18O18O / 18O+ 17O18O 10.9 ¯ 2.60 2.59
16O+ 16O17O / 17O+ 16O16O 11.7 ¯ 0.66 0.65
16O+ 16O18O / 18O+ 16O16O 22.3 0.82 0.81 0.81
17O+ 17O18O / 18O+ 17O17O 10.8 ¯ 0.64 0.65
16O+ 17O18O / 18O+ 16O17O 22.6 ¯ 1.56 1.63
17O+ 16O18O / 18O+ 16O17O 22.9 ¯ 1.31 1.27

aDerived from Ref. 27.
bFrom Ref. 33.
cObtained using Eqs. �23a� and �23b�.

TABLE II. Relative rate constant coefficients for X+YY→XYY relative to
X+XX→XXX at low pressures and 300 K.

Reaction Experimenta Calculatedb Calculatedc

16O+ 18O18O / 16O+ 16O16O 1.53±0.03 1.53 1.55
17O+ 18O18O / 17O+ 17O17O 1.29±0.07 1.36 1.36
16O+ 17O17O / 16O+ 16O16O 1.23±0.03 1.38 1.39
17O+ 16O16O / 17O+ 17O17O 1.01±0.05 1.01 1.03
18O+ 17O17O / 18O+ 18O18O 1.00±0.06 1.04 1.04
18O+ 16O16O / 18O+ 18O18O 0.90±0.03 0.90 0.91

aFrom Ref. 26.
bFrom Ref. 33.
cObtained using Eqs. �24� and �25�, �=1.18.
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tivation, and then the spin-spin coupling would indeed favor
17O enrichment in the CO2 or in any of the other examples
considered below.

III. PRESSURE EFFECTS ON RATE CONSTANT
RATIOS AND ON ENRICHMENTS

A. Pressure dependence of rate constant ratios

To study the pressure dependence, an effective macro-
scopic kinetic scheme for the reactions will be used. The
formation of 16O16O18O will be used as an example. Its for-
mation via channel a can be written as

16O + 16O18O ——→
ka

16O16O18O*, �26�

16O16O18O* ——→
ka�

16O + 16O18O, �27�

16O16O18O* ——→
kb�

18O + 16O16O, �28�

16O16O18O* ——→
�

16O16O18O, �29�

where ka, ka�, and kb� are phenomenological recombination
and dissociation rate constants, and � is the rate constant for
the deactivation of excited molecules 16O16O18O* to form
stable molecules. The rate constant for the formation of
16O16O18O via this channel can then be written as

kbi
a =

�ka

ka� + kb� + �
. �30�

The low- and high-pressure limits of Eq. �30� are

kbi
0,a =

�ka

ka� + kb�
, kbi

�,a = ka, �31�

respectively. The formation reaction of 16O16O18O via its
channel b can be written in a similar way,

18O + 16O16O ——→
kb

16O16O18O*, �32�

16O16O18O* ——→
ka�

16O + 16O18O, �33�

16O16O18O* ——→
kb�

18O + 16O16O, �34�

16O16O18O* ——→
�

16O16O18O, �35�

where the rate constants are defined similarly as in Eqs.
�26�–�29�. It should be noted that since the recombination via
channel b leads to ozone molecules with an averaged energy
higher than those formed from channel a, the dissociation
rate constants ka� and kb� are greater than ka� and kb�, respec-
tively. The rate constant for the recombination reaction via
channel b is then

kbi
b =

�kb

ka� + kb� + �
, �36�

the low and high pressure limits of which are

kbi
0,b =

�kb

ka� + kb�
, kbi

�,b = kb. �37�

For a symmetric molecule 16O16O16O, the recombination
rate constant can be similarly written as

kbi
s =

�ks

ks� + �
, kbi

0,s =
�ks

ks�
, kbi

�,b = ks. �38�

Under the approximations that the conventional kinetic iso-
topic effects at high pressure are small,

kbi
�,a

a


kbi
�,b

b


kbi
�,s

s
, �39�

where s is the symmetry number of O2 and equals 2, and
using kbi

0,a /kbi
0,b=R �Eqs. �23a� and �23b�� and Eqs. �30�, �31�,

and �36�–�39�, the rate constant ratios can be written as

kbi
b

kbi
s = �ah

1 + �/ks�

�R + Qb/Qa�b + �sa�/ks�
�40�

and

kbi
a

kbi
s = �a

1 + �/ks�

�1 + Qb/RQa�b + �s�/ks�
. �41�

For example, we have a=1 and b=s=2 for the rate con-
stant ratio between 18O+ 16O16O→ 16O16O18O and 16O
+ 16O16O→ 16O16O16O, and Eq. �40� reduces to

kbi
b

kbi
s =

1 + �/ks�

�R + Qb/Qa�/� + �/ks�
. �42�

TABLE III. Predicted relative rate constant coefficients for X+AY
→XAY /Y+AX→XAY at low pressures and 300 K.

Reaction 
E0 �cm−1�a Calculated rate constant ratio

16O+ 27Al18O / 18O+ 27O16O 17.4 1.46
16O+ 27Al17O / 17O+ 27Al16O 9.1 1.23
17O+ 27Al18O / 18O+ 27Al17O 8.2 1.21
16O+ 12C18O / 18O+ 12C16O 26.1 1.71
16O+ 12C17O / 17O+ 12C16O 13.8 1.36
17O+ 12C18O / 18O+ 12C17O 12.4 1.32
16O+ 13C18O / 18O+ 13C16O 27.4 1.75
16O+ 13C17O / 17O+ 13C16O 14.4 1.38
17O+ 13C18O / 18O+ 13C17O 13.0 1.34
16O+ 35Cl18O / 18O+ 35Cl16O 16.6 1.44
16O+ 35Cl17O / 17O+ 35Cl16O 8.7 1.22
17O+ 35Cl18O / 18O+ 35Cl17O 7.9 1.20
16O+ 14N18O / 18O+ 14N16O 25.0 1.68
16O+ 14N17O / 17O+ 14N16O 13.2 1.34
17O+ 14N18O / 18O+ 14N17O 11.9 1.30
16O+ 32S18O / 18O+ 32S16O 21.7 1.58
16O+ 32S17O / 17O+ 32S16O 11.4 1.29
17O+ 32S18O / 18O+ 32S17O 10.3 1.26
16O+ 28Si18O / 18O+ 28Si16O 22.4 1.60
16O+ 28Si17O / 17O+ 28Si16O 11.7 1.30
17O+ 28Si18O / 18O+ 28Si17O 10.6 1.27

aFrom Ref. 41.
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For the case of 16O+ 18O18O→ 16O18O18O and 18O
+ 18O18O→ 18O18O18O, we have

kbi
a

kbi
s =

1 + �/ks�

�1 + Qb/RQa�/2� + �/ks�
. �43�

B. Pressure dependence of enrichment 18�

The pressure dependence of the enrichments in a
scrambled system such as 16O18O16O+ 16O16O18O will be
considered in the following. The kinetic scheme for the for-
mation of ozone with the presence of small amount of
16O18O in the system as is typically the case for the atmo-
sphere can be written as in Appendix B. Using steady-state
approximations, the enrichment 18� becomes

18� =
2

3

�16O18O16O*� + �16O16O18O*�
�16O16O16O*� � �16O18O�

�16O16O�
− 1.

�44�

Using the relation given in Eq. �39� and also kskb /2 �see
Eqs. �37� and �38��, and noting that kbka /ka�kb=Qb /Qa, Eq.
�44� becomes

18� =
� − 1

1 + 2��/ks�
. �45�

If one writes the low-pressure limit of 18� as 18�0, Eq. �45�
can be further written as

18� =
18�0

1 + P/P1/2
, �46�

where P1/2 is the pressure at which takes one-half of the
value of its low-pressure limit. This expression has been as-
sumed in Ref. 27, and the P1/2 can be obtained by fitting the
experimental results of enrichment.

The rate constant ratios given in Eqs. �42� and �43� can
also be expressed in terms of P1/2, for example,

k6,88

k8,88
=

2� + P/2P1/2

�1 + Q68/RQ88� + P/2P1/2
�47�

and

k8,66

k6,66
=

� + P/2P1/2

R + Q66/Q68 + P/2P1/2
. �48�

The fitted pressure dependence of the enrichment is com-
pared with the experimental results in Fig. 1. The fitted P1/2
was then applied in Eqs. �47� and �48� and yielded the pres-
sure dependence of which are compared with the experimen-
tal results in Fig. 2.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the present study, an approximate theory was devel-
oped for the ozone isotopic effect. Analytic expressions were
obtained for the low-pressure rate constant ratios and for the
pressure dependence of the rate constant ratios and of the
enrichments. The nonstatistical difference between the rates
of formation of symmetric and asymmetric ozone molecules
was termed an �-effect and discussed earlier. This �-effect is

also included in the present study as a reduction of the re-
combination rate constant of symmetric molecule compared
to asymmetric products. One focus of the present research is
the rate constant ratios between the formation channels X
+YZ �a� and Z+YX �b� of an asymmetric molecule XYZ
�X�Z�, for which the �-effect does not exist. To calculate
the recombination rate constant, an approximate RRKM
theory modified by the � effect was used, where, based on
earlier calculations, the number of states at the transition
state was assumed to be a linear function of energy. As seen
from Eqs. �23a� and �23b�, the two factors that determine the
low-pressure rate constant ratios between a and b channels
are the zero-point energy difference between YZ and YX and
the efficiency of the collisional deactivation of excited XYZ.

At any given energy, this difference of the zero-point
energies favors the reaction through the channel with the
smaller zero-point energy because of the greater number of
quantum states in the transition state for that exit channel.
This difference between the numbers of states at the transi-
tion states for the two exit channels is large at low energies.

FIG. 1. The comparison between the calculated 18� as a function of pressure
in comparison with experimental results �experimental data from Ref. 28�.

FIG. 2. The calculated pressure dependence of the rate constant ratio for
16O+ 18O18O / 16O+ 16O16O �calculated; solid line; experimental data; down-
ward triangles�, and for 18O+ 16O16O / 18O+ 18O18O �calculated; dash line;
experimental data; upward triangles�. The experimental data are taken from
Ref. 28.
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Since weak collisions sample mainly low energy states, a
large difference between the rate constants for reactions via
the two recombination channels for XYZ arises at low pres-
sures. The effect of the difference in zero-point energies and
the weak collision can be readily seen from Eqs. �23a� and
�23b�. They contribute together to the exponent −��� /2
+1 /��
E0. If a strong collision model was assumed, one
would instead have for the rate constant ratio,

R = 2e3�
E0/2Qb/Qa − Qb/Qa. �49�

It is seen from the comparison of Eqs. �23a�, �23b�, and �49�
that the weak collision is essential for the large difference
between the rates of recombination via channels a and b.

Since the zero-point energy difference between YZ and
YX depends mainly on the mass difference between Z and
X, this weak collision effect leads to a large mass depen-
dence of individual rate constant ratios measured under con-
ditions of unscrambled systems, where only reaction via one
of the two channels occurs. For example, in unscrambled
experiments vibrationally excited ozone isotopomers XYY*

are formed only from X+YY and not from Y+YX. In a
scrambled system, since both channels are allowed in the
formation of XYY*, this source of mass dependence does
not exist. What remains is the �-effect. As discussed in ear-
lier papers, the �-effect could be a result of a smaller effec-
tive density of states or a less efficiency of the collisional
energy transfer for symmetric ozone molecules. Both effects
yield a smaller rate constant for the formation of symmetric
ozone molecules at low pressures. As pressure increases, the
influence of the �-effect decreases, and so does the enrich-
ment, as shown in Eq. �45� and Fig. 1.

Since the probability of ozone states with higher ener-
gies above the dissociation threshold being deactivated in-
creases with pressure, at higher pressures the rate constant
ratios between the formation via a and b channels become
smaller. This effect then also tends to decrease the ratio be-
tween the rate constant of the formation of an asymmetric
molecule via channel a and that of formation of a symmetric
molecule and increase the ratio between the formation rate
constant for channel b of the asymmetric molecule and that
for the symmetric one. Reinforced with the decrease of the
�-effect, the pressure increase results in a decrease of the
ratio of rate constant of formation of an asymmetric mol-
ecule via channel a and formation of a symmetric molecule.
In contrast, the ratio of rate constants of formation of asym-
metric molecules via channel b and the formation of sym-
metric molecules remains almost constant in a large pressure
range because the two effects mentioned above affect this
rate constant ratio in opposite directions.

The present study yields simple formulas for the rate
constant ratios between individual rate constants that can be
tested by experiments. Although these formulas do not pro-
vide a simple way of calculating the absolute rate constant,
they can be used to estimate rate constant for asymmetric
reactions such as 16O+ 18O18O→ 16O18O18O if the rate con-
stant for 16O+ 16O16O→ 16O16O16O or 18O+ 16O18O
→ 18O16O18O is known �certainly the former of the two is
easier to be obtained experimentally�.
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APPENDIX A: RATE CONSTANT FOR THE
FORMATION OF SYMMETRIC MOLECULES

In this appendix, we obtain an expression for the rate
constant of the formation of a symmetric ozone molecule
XYX at low pressures. Similar to Eq. �14�, such a rate con-
stant can be written as

kbi
0,s =

�	C

�QX,YX
�

E=0

o ��
J

��EJ�h�N�EJ��	e−�Ee−�E−Es�/�dE ,

�A1�

where Es is the zero-point energy of XY. Using an approxi-
mation that �J��EJ�h�N�EJ��=Cp

XYX�E−EXY�, where C�
XYX is

a constant determined mainly by the moment of inertia of
XY �we note here that due to the different symmetry number
of XYY and XXX �X�Y�, C�

XYY 2C�
XXX� and EXY is the

zero-point energy of the fragment XY, Eq. �A1� can be writ-
ten as

kbi
0,s =

�CC�
XYX

���2QX,YX
e−�EXY . �A2�

As can be seen from both experimental and calculated ratios
between the rate constants for the formation of symmetric
molecules �Table III of Ref. 33�, the rate constants for for-
mation of the symmetric molecules differ from each other
only by a few percent. Further, since QX,YX and QZ,YX for
different X and Z differ only in their translational compo-
nents and are close to each other, one has an approximate
relation

�CC�
XYZ

XYQZ,YX
e−�EXY  constant, �A3�

where Z may or may not be the same as X and XY is the
symmetry number of XY. This relation is used in deriving
expressions for rate constant ratios.

APPENDIX B: CHEMICAL REACTIONS IN A
SCRAMBLED SYSTEM

16O16O ——→
h�

16O + 16O, 16O18O ——→
h�

16O + 18O,

�B1�

where h� is the photodissociation rate constant. And recom-
bination of the oxygen radicals is neglected due to their low
concentrations compared to O2. In the presence of 16O16O,
16O18O, 16O, and 18O �with negligible amount of 18O18O�,
the recombination and dissociation reactions are as follows:

18O + 16O16O ——→
ka

16O16O18O*, �B2�

16O16O18O* ——→
ka�

16O + 16O18O, �B3�
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16O16O18O* ——→
kb�

18O + 16O16O, �B4�

16O16O18O* ——→
�

16O16O18O, �B5�

16O + 16O16O ——→
kb

16O16O16O*, �B6�

16O16O16O* ——→
kb�

16O + 16O16O, �B7�

16O16O16O* ——→
�

16O16O16O, �B8�

16O + 16O18O ——→
ks

16O18O16O*, �B9�

16O18O16O* ——→
ks�

16O + 16O18O, �B10�

16O18O16O* ——→
�

16O18O16O. �B11�
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